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Ceptor Overview: What Is It?
Ceptor is an ultra-small, full featured thin client
device that transforms any HDMI monitor or display into a thin client. The Ceptor has integrated
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi capability, USB-B micro host

Integrated Bluetooth
& Wi-Fi capability
USB-B micro host port

port, and includes HD 1080P video output.

HD 1080P video output

Unlike PC Sticks, Ceptor is a ‘plug and play’

Small Form Factor & Great Graphics

portable solution to turn any HDMI display into
an ideal endpoint device for enterprise virtual
desktop solutions.
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Features & Benefits:

Instant Thin Client Computing
through HDMI Display
Fully Manageable by Thin Client
Management Software
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Ceptor Overview: How It Works
The Ceptor transforms any HDMI display into
a thin client. Small in size but packed with big
features, the Ceptor is a powerful enterprise
thin client that operates in a Citrix, Microsoft,
or VMware environment. The Ceptor can be
plugged directly into the HDMI port, be connected
with an HDMI cable for easier access, or have an
HDMI adaptor to redirect how the Ceptor is
connected to the monitor/display. The Ceptor
does not come with an HDMI cable or extender
but the accessories are readily available with
various resellers and retail outlets.

Ceptor connected to an HDMI Monitor with
an HDMI cable and double sided Velcro®

Technical Specifications
Dimension

110.85 x 39.2 x 15.8 mm

CPU

ARM Cortex A9 1Ghz

System Memory

DDR3L 512MB

LED Indicator

ON/OFF Wifi Status

WLAN

802.11 a/b/g/n,( 5 / 2.4 G)

Bluetooth

Bluetooth 2.1 + EDR

I/O Ports

Standard HDMI plug x 1

OS

DeTOS – Linux OS

Management

Devon IT Echo or Lenovo LTM thin client management software

Client Connections

VMware Horizon View RDP,
Citrix ICA / Citrix HDX, Microsoft RDP 7.1
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Ceptor Overview: Advantages
The Ceptor is a HDMI thin client that can meet
these qualifications in a way not seen before in
the virtual desktop industry.
The Ceptor certainly handles the needs to create
an efficient performing thin client. It far exceeds
expectations in areas such as cost and portability.

Benefits for Enterprises:
Central Management, Security,
Stability, and Control
Great User Experience, Ease of Use,
and Portability
Reduced Cost

Central Management
Thin clients, such as the Ceptor, have a significant advantage with management capability.
Since all of the data that the Ceptor accesses is
stored within the data center, administrators can
directly control and manage what their users are
capable of accessing.
The Lenovo Thin Client Manager (LTM) is a

Using the LTM, system administrators have

browser based management solution, which

many advantages in both the deployment

gives system administrators much greater

phase and maintenance phase of their work-

freedom when faced with maintenance needs.

load. LTM allows administrators to create

Instead of being tied to a single device that

unique profiles that contain information such

grants them access to the management server,

as terminal settings (display options, keyboard

an administrator can access and manipulate

settings, volume, locale, password configura-

the LTM from any device that has a browser and

tions) and connection protocols.

is capable of connecting to the management
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server. If a user is having trouble, an administra-

Administrators can create custom combinations

tor can assist in troubleshooting from wherever

through the LTM and save them in custom

they are by accessing the LTM and working with

profiles individually tailored to the needs of

the user to solve the issue.

specific user groups.
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After a profile has been created, it can be pushed
down to any thin client that is being managed by

Stability

the server, and the changes will be automatically

Downtime is not an option in any field, and in

applied the next time that thin client reboots. By

some areas even a few minutes of downtime

setting a default profile, system administrators

can have far reaching consequences. Since the

can ensure that as soon as a new Ceptor is con-

information accessed by thin clients is all con-

nected to the management server it is instantly

tained within the data center, this means that

updated with a profile.

there must be constant access to the information stored in the servers. It is important that

The LTM™ user interface provides an inventory

the servers are capable of delivering their data

of thin clients and allows remote configuration,

quickly at a level comparable to what a desktop

upgrades, clones, and shadow users. Administrators

PC can provide.

can upgrade firmware directly through LTM and
takes only minutes across the entire deployment.

Thin clients maintain a state of high availability
through redundant servers and load balancing.

Security
The need for security in most enterprises is an
important factor when considering a computing
solution. There are many advantages that the
Ceptor offers in the area of security. Since the
device is displaying a hosted desktop as opposed
to hosting the desktop itself, the information
accessed and entered through the Ceptor is
stored on remote servers. Should an actual
Ceptor device be stolen, broken, or lost, no
information would be lost by those who need it.
Additionally, no information would become available to the person who stole or found the device
since they would need to be able to access the

Through this approach, users accessing the
data center are connected to the server most
capable of dealing with the added workload as
they connect, thus maximizing the quality and
speed of their connection. Furthermore, if a
server goes offline whether for scheduled maintenance or unexpected malfunction, the redundant servers are able to pick up the extra workload in the meantime. This is a vital necessity
in any sector that operates 24/7.

Control
A central focus for any system administrator
is determining what information and programs
their users are able to access. By utilizing the

server to gain any data. Whether protecting

management features in the LTM, it becomes

sensitive medical records, financial information

a simple process for system administrators to

of clients, student files, or corporate designs and

designate exactly what each user is capable

records, security is an inherent benefit of thin

of accessing. Each piece of hardware can be

clients such as the Ceptor.

assigned specific limitations regarding which
remote protocol they can access, or if they are
locked-in to a kiosk mode.
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When combined with user permissions within

Not only that, aside from the initial cost of pur-

the virtual machines stored on the servers them-

chasing new devices, there are more ways in

selves, system administrators are fully capable of

which switching to a Ceptor solution ultimately

tailoring the user experience in a way that gives

proves to be more cost effective. The Ceptor

them a large degree of control with a minimum

requires much less energy to run. The savings

degree of effort.

offered by this reduction in energy costs increases along with the size of the deployment and can

User Experience
The Ceptor is capable of providing a rich user
experience. With software developments like

lead to significant savings over time.

Portability

RemoteFX for RDP connections and Citrix HDX,

Mobility is a huge requirement in the modern

accessing applications that used to require high

workplace. While the Ceptor benefits from all of

end hardware has become a much easier pros-

the traditional benefits of remote desktop access

pect. The Ceptor capitalizes on these advance-

that previous thin clients benefit from, it can go

ments, allowing users a far richer experience

even further. The Ceptor is smaller than any oth-

than the thin clients of the past could ever at-

er thin client that has ever been available. The

tempt to achieve.

unique method of simply plugging directly into an
HDMI capable monitor also makes it one of a kind

User Experience

in the field of remote computing.

Cost reduction is an area where the Ceptor de-

One of the benefits of remote computing as a

vice really shines. When an organization is con-

whole is the ability to access the data center

sidering switching users from a traditional PC to

from any device capable of connecting to the

a virtualized desktop solution, one of the first

servers. The Ceptor takes this even further due

things they must consider is the cost benefit.

to the extremely portable nature of the device.

Thin clients have traditionally been cheaper than
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a desktop PC, but in the past that price advan-

Let’s say there’s a remote location where an

tage was paired with a reduction in user experi-

administrator needs to go in order to address a

ence. However, over the past several years the

situation. While the administrator could go there

increase in hardware capabilities and the stream-

and work out a way to remotely access their

lining of remote desktop protocols such as Citrix

desktop through a VPN through a PC, or access it

ICA and Microsoft RDP have increased thin client

through another thin client, with a device like the

capabilities while allowing thin clients to maintain

Ceptor they can save time by simply going on-

their low price tag.

site and plugging their device in to the monitor.
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Ceptor Use Cases:
The Ceptor only operates in an existing Citrix,
Microsoft or VMware environment. Offering all of
the benefits of thin clients with an even greater

Enterprise and SMB:
Administrators / Receptionist
Work at Home Positions

degree of cost reduction, the Ceptor is the next
big step in thin client technology.
The Ceptor adds value as a part of the enterprise IT solution. The extremely small size of the
Ceptor, as well as the inherent portability bene-

Call Center Atmosphere
Tradeshows
On the Road Presentations

fits; the Ceptor shows itself to be an outstanding
option for any business looking to expand into a
virtual desktop environment.

Education:
Classroom Projectors
Library
Receptionist
Computer Lab
Basic Applications

Signage & Displays:
Ideal Applications for the Ceptor
The Ceptor is proving to be a perfect solution
for different uses throughout the enterprise,
in education institutes, healthcare facilities
and more. The Ceptor is not meant to be “the
solution” for every desktop user but rather a
part of the perfect enterprise solution.

Classroom Projectors
Library
Receptionist
Computer Lab
Basic Applications
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Current Ceptor Customer Uses
The Ceptor is still a very new device, yet already
the versatility it offers is being applied across

Hospitality

multiple industries. Some examples of how this

A restaurant chain has begun to utilize the

new innovation is being utilized in a wide variety

Ceptor to display its menus on televisions

of fields are:

above the cash register. Using wireless keyboards the customers can browse the menu

Healthcare

and place an order.

A hospital is now using Ceptor as an integrated

A retail chain is using the Ceptor as a part of a

part of its medical carts. The low power con-

thin client environment to access their network

sumption and small form factor make it ideal

via a flat panel for a Ceptor based workstations

for clinical settings while the secure thin client
OS helps compliance with HIPAA requirements.

Education

One services firm is buying Ceptors for its IT
employees who need to be able to carry a small

A large school district is testing Ceptor for use in

device from user station to station for testing,

its classrooms integrated with the ceiling projectors.

app or file installation, and other purposes.

The Ceptor alleviates the need for an instructor
desktop or laptop computer in the classroom and

Remote and On-the-Go

stay out of reach to prevent damage.

A home-based call center customer is providing

A University is using the Ceptor as part of its digital signage by displaying an informational presentation on kiosks across the campus.

Industrial

Ceptors to their agents to decrease costs
of their computing setup while being able to
effectively manage the devices remotely.
A mobile training company brings Ceptors on
site (instead of full computers) so the trainer/

A manufacturing company is now using Ceptors

instructor can offer each person a computing

to display videos related to its manufacturing

environment.

process in their foyer, lobbies and hallways.
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effective, secure, and manageable. It is a

Lenovo Enterprise Solution

valuable technology platform and solves
several business problems.

Ceptor with Lenovo Keyboards,
Mice and Monitors

Lenovo® offers a lineup of thin clients under the
ThinkCentre® brand that delivers performance

The Ceptor is an HDMI device requiring an HDMI

for virtual desktops. The advanced

monitor or television to transform it into a thin

desktop designs deliver faster performance

client. Bundling the Ceptor with Lenovo monitors

while running either WES 7 or LeTOS and

creates an ideal solution packages for enterprises.

are managed by LTM. The Ceptor runs on a

Along with that the Ceptor works with smartcard

Linux based operating system that is managed

keyboards and wireless keyboards and mice for

by LTM which is same thin client manager

a full desktop solution from Lenovo. Enterprises

available with the ThinkCentre M32 and

can bundle all desktop hardware offerings from

ThinkCentre M73.

Lenovo for a turnkey solution at a low price point.
The chart below puts together a full solutions

The Ceptor is a product that adds value to

offering with the Ceptor for a truly unique

the Lenovo thin client end-to-end enterprise

desktop solution offered by Lenovo.

solutions as a part of the ThinkCentre® brand.
The entire thin client solution product line

Ceptor and Lenovo Thin Clients

up enables enterprises to realize the security,

Using thin clients to create a virtual desktop

manageability, availability, reliability, TCO

environment allows for a more flexible IT infra-

and scalability benefits of thin client

structure so businesses become more efficient,

computing and VDI.
HDMI Monitors

Ceptor Cost Bundle

Keyboard & Mice

Choose your HDMI
Monitor and Wireless
Keyboard Bundle

Lenovo ThinkVision®
LT2013p Wide 19.5”
($245)

Lenovo Cherry
SmartCard Keyboard
($61)

$

Lenovo USB
SmartCard Keyboard
($62)

$

Lenovo Ultraslim
Wireless Keyboard
& Mouse ($57)

Lenovo ThinkVision®
LT2423 Wide
24” ($266)

426

$

427

$

422

$

$

Lenovo ThinkVision®
LT2223p Wide 21.5”
4 USB 2.0 ($275)

447

$

448

$

443

$

Lenovo ThinkVision®
LT2223z Wide 21.5”
2 USB 3.0 ($315)

456

$

496

457

$

452

$

497
492

Ceptor VLH Part No. 4ZR0F45985 | Prices for monitor and keyboard are based on CDW as of April 23rd 2014
Bundle prices include cost of monitor and cost of keyboard shown and $119 (MSRP) for the Ceptor
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Ceptor and Lenovo ThinkServers

Conculsion:

Technology helps enterprises improve how we

Enterprises are looking for new technology,

conduct business. IT departments are forced to

ideas, and techniques to simplify and expand

discover unique platforms to centralize business

the capabilities of remote desktop computing.

and align all their initiatives within a more secure

This is where the Ceptor is adding value to an

environment as an overall technology platform

enterprise solution as a whole. The Ceptor

solution.

represents a transition to the next level of thin

The concept of a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure

client computing.

(VDI) is to run desktop operating systems and

The Ceptor is orderable through Lenovo.

applications inside virtual machines that reside

VLH Part No. 4ZR0F45985

on servers in the data center. Rather than the
desktop being stored locally on a remote client,

For more questions on how the Ceptor can be

a virtualized version of the desktop is stored

implemented in an enterprise environment

on a remote central server, allowing users to

please contact:

run an operating system and applications from
a thin client.
Thin Client
Management
Software

Lenovo
Patrick Minnick
Thin Client Specialist

pminnick@lenovo.com
919.294.0418
Devon IT

info@devonit.com
888.524.9382
To learn more you can also visit:

www.devonit.com/thin-client-solutions/ceptor
Enterprises that are looking to create a VDI
environment typically start in the data center
and build out. From growing small businesses to

Schedule a Webinar

enterprise workloads, the Lenovo rack and tower

www.devonit.com/webinar

servers meet the business-critical demands to
create a robust VDI environment. ThinkServers
may be the start of the conversation, further

Visit Our Blog

expanding to the desktop, where the Ceptor can

www.devonit.com/thin-tank-blog

play a vital role as part of the entire solution.
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